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What does the term Gender Equity 
Entail? 

• Equity means “Treatment of different views or opinions equally 
and fairly” 

• Gender Equity is the process of allocating resources, 
programmes and decision-making fairly to both males and 
females. This requires ensuring that everyone has access to a full 
range of opportunities to achieve the social, psychological and 
physical benefits that come from participating and leading in 
sport and physical activity. 

• Gender equity requires that girls and women be provided with a 
full range of activity and programme choices that meet their 
needs, interests and experiences.  Therefore, some activities may 
be the same as those offered to boys and men, some may be 
altered, and some may be altogether different. 

(Source: CAAWS, Canada) 
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What does the term Gender Equity 
Entail? 

• Gender Equity also requires an examination of organizational practices 
and policies that may hinder the participation of girls and women. For 
example, 

Hiring and recruitment practices – to ensure women have leadership 
roles, and involved in decision-making, and are available as role 
models for other girls and women;

• Participation rates – to evaluate current programmes and services to 
identify potential barriers, and to determine whether co-ed programs 
are truly co-ed;

• Promotional materials – to ensure girls and women are not being 
excluded or stereotyped in pictures or language.

(Source: CAAWS, Canada) 
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Gender Equity: A Universal 
Concern in the 

21st century
• The topic of gender and the discussions around it has 

almost gained a Universality, regardless of the schools, 
colleges and universities where students go to learn be 
it urban or rural, be it in a wealthy or poor district, be it 
a homogeneous or ethnically diverse classroom. 

• Concerns regarding gender equity are omnipresent and 
always current.

• Hence, one should make systematic and strategic 
efforts to discuss the matter and explore the various 
important aspects of the issues discussed.   
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Questions to ask? 

• How gender is portrayed in literature, in children 
books, fairy tales, folk tales, Novels, Short Stories, 
Drama and so on?

                                           &
• How literature can sensitise us against gender 

discrimination prevent in the culture about which 
we have read and to which we are born? 

• Is there any possibility of a gender neutral 
language? 
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How women are portrayed in Fairy Tales? 

• There are books particularly for boys and girls.
• For a male character to be successful, he must be 

strong, handsome and have muscles. He must be 
violent and aggressive (Example, Hercules). He must 
be dominant over women. He must protect  women 
(example Spider man, Tarzan). 

• In fairy tales, women are shown as beautiful, can be 
tricked always and even wicked. They must attract 
men. The dominant view of female beauty–small waist, 
large breasts and long legs. She must be saved by a 
man finally, and are expected to care for that man.

• Women are sometimes portrayed as powerful, but with 
each powerful women, there is a more dominant man. 
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How women are portrayed in Assamese  Folk Tales? 

• Example “Burhi Air Sadhu” by Laksminath 
Bezbaroa

• Tejimola is portrayed as beautiful but always at 
the mercy of a ‘wicked’ stepmother and a more 
powerful father who can punish a wicked women. 

• Examples of ‘Laagi’ and ‘Elaagi’ wives, the latter 
always fighting for her due from the husband. 
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How Women are portrayed in Epics? 

• From the beginning, Sita in the epic Ramayana is 
exploited, tortured. Even after her rescue, she has 
to undergo the process of purification, she is forced 
to spend her life in the forest. She cannot protest. 

• Kunti, Draupadi  in the epic Mahbharata are shown 
to be at the mercy of the powerful male 
characters. Draupadi, becomes a plaything in the 
hands of her own husbands during the gamble.

• And the language of the epics themselves reveal 
the same.    
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The Ugly Truth is…

• Children are exposed to these types of 
stereotypes every day, in school text books, 
at home, in television and so on. 

• As teachers, it is important for us to teach 
about such type of stereotypes by introducing 
alternative ways of reading to see gender. 

• Give children opportunities that challenge 
typical gender roles. 

• Therefore, its high time, we changed our 
ways of seeing  the world and teach the same 
to our children.  
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The Wind of Change

• During  the second wave feminism 
gender neutrality became a 
growing area of interest. In 1960s 
and 70s in France, the feminists 
put forward their own theories of 
language. They changed words like 
‘stewardess’ to ‘flight attendant’ , 
‘fireman’ to ‘fire fighter’, ‘mail 
man’ to ‘mail carrier’, ‘chairman’ to 
‘chairperson’ etc. 

• Similarly, the prevalence of female 
pronouns — she, her, hers, herself
—in today’s books could be used to 
track the changing status of 
women in the 21st century.
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“Word: As women's status rises, 
so do literary 'shes' and 'hers‘”

This article provides some interesting data regarding the use of 
language in America. 

• For every "she" found in this sample between 1900 and 1945, there 
were about 3.5 "hes." The gap then grew during the post-World War II 
era, increasing to a male-to-female ratio of about 4.5 to 1. 

• But the use of female pronouns in books began rising in the late 
1960s. By the mid-1970s, the male-to-female ratio of pronouns in 
American books dropped to 3 to 1. And by the 2000s, it was 2 to 1. 

• The researchers believe these changes occurred in step with rapid 
advances in gender equality—evident in other factors such as more 
education and more participation in the labour force—starting in the 
late 1960s.
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“Word: As women's status rises, 
so do literary 'shes' and 'hers‘”

• "These trends in language quantify one of the 
largest, and most rapid, cultural changes ever 
observed: The incredible increase in women's status 
since the late 1960s in the U.S.," 

• In a statement in Springer, which published this 
research in its journal Sex Roles, it was stated: 
"Gender equality is the clear upside of the cultural 
movement toward individualism in the U.S., and 
books reflect this movement toward equality. That's 
exciting because it shows how we can document 
social change."
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Reasons for this change? 

• Authors might have used the 
universal "he" as a default pronoun 
during periods when women's 
status was lower. Meanwhile, 
authors in eras with increased 
gender equality might have 
switched between "he" and "she" or 
used constructions like "he/she" 
and "he or she, o even ‘s/he’" They 
also might have included more 
female topics or characters in their 
books. Sometimes, the pronoun 
‘they’ is also used.  
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Some Important Landmarks in 
English Literature

These types of books are often seen to be breaking the societal 
norms with a female protagonist taking most of the decisions. 

• Henrik Ibsen’s play “Doll’s House”

• George Bernard Shaw’s play “Candida”

Some critical texts foregrounding women emancipation and 
empowerment.

• Simon De Beauvior’s  critical text “The Second Sex”

• Virginia Woolf’s “A Room of One’s Own”
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Fiction written mostly by women 
in the 21st Century India

•The female protagonist goes beyond the issue of patriarchy, and in 
many ways, challenges, questions, and changes contemporary 
Indian society and its ethos. 

•The writers of this genre often explore emotional domestic territories 
and personal spaces like detailed descriptions of interior spaces of 
home, the negotiations of roles and hierarchies as well as lives in 
bedroom and kitchen. 

•What usually makes these works look different from earlier tradition 
of women centric fiction in IEF is the ability to take decision on the 
part of the protagonist. 

•Examples are Neti, Neti, Not This, Not That (2009) by Anjum Hassan, 
No Deadline for Love (2011) by Manasi Vaidya, Losing My Virginity 
and Other Dumb Ideas (2011) by Madhuri Banerjee, Dreams in 
Prussian Blue (2010) by Paritosh Uttam and so on. 15



What can we as Teachers Do?

• Adopt strategies to explore 
"How life would be different 
had you been born with the 
opposite sex?”

•   Reflect on their own school 
and personal experiences. 

•   Conduct focused 
observations in classrooms. 

•   Analyze literature and folk 
tales for stereotypes. 
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US Department of Education

• The US Department of Education, provides a brochure, 
"Teaching Your Students about Gender and Equity: A 
Series of Activities," with readily usable activities "to 
correct some false assumptions or dispel myths about 
the sexes. They ask…

• What is gender? What does it mean to be masculine or 
feminine?  How is gender constructed in society? How 
does gender shape our identities? What is the 
connection between gender and power?

• In addition to literature, groups suggested using 
artefacts from popular culture, including song lyrics, 
films, and television shows, to examine issues of power 
and types of power relationships.
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The book “Women in Literature” 
raises some important questions

• Does reading literature by diverse women foster re-
evaluations of resistance, oppression, and the so-called 
"feminine" themes such as the domestic sphere or the 
nuances of relationship? 

• Has the traditional scale of literary judgment kept 
some women writers from assuming greater authority, 
more enduring voices, and positions of power? 

• Is it possible to read literature written by men—
especially male-authored works in the canon—from the 
perspective of female experience? 
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“Women in Literature”

• What can we learn about gender relations, about 
long-valued interpretations of these texts 
themselves, and about a culture's dominant 
social and aesthetic values? 

• Do female characters face moral or relational 
dilemmas different from those confronting male 
characters? 

• How does an author's gender influence the 
creation of a novel's narrative voice? 

• And finally, what effect does an author's gender 
have on the imagined male or female reader? 
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Jean E. Brown & Elaine C. Stephens in Their book Teaching Young 
Adult Literature: Sharing the Connection

Propose five levels for discussing a work of 
literature in a classroom as part of what they 
wanted to call “Literature Response Model”

• Level One: Factual Level
• Level Two: Empathetic Level
• Level Three: Analytical Level
• Level Four: Applicative Level
• Level Five: Critical Level
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Level One: Factual Level

This level is designed to ensure students are 
"getting" the facts of a story based on the 
following questions and activities:  

• Create a character map for one male/one female 
character in the story? 

• Identify their Characteristic Traits.

• Make a comparison between the characters and 
the position they hold. 
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Level Two: Empathetic Level

• At this level, try to establish a personal 
connection between students and the text. 

• If you are a girl, how would this make you feel? If 
you are a boy, try to imagine how this would 
make you feel? 

• Students are to then form their gender-based 
groups to discuss their responses before returning 
to the class, and then compare answers. 
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Level Three: Analytical Level 

At this level, students engage in the kind of analysis 
typical of most literature classes. 

• Analytical questions are designed with an eye to 
issues of gender difference and relations between the 
genders. Questions like…

• Identify the different important aspects and themes of 
the work.

• What do these themes state about the role of men and 
women in the Assamese society?" 
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Level Four: Applicative Level 

At this level, Students must be asked 

• To apply what they have learned in their 
reading to the world outside the text and 
outside their immediate experience. 

• Here, teachers can address social, political, 
and cultural issues of concern or interest to 
students or focus on contemporary issues in 
the news. 
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Level Five: Critical Level 

Here the goal is not merely to assess students' judgments 
about the value of a work but also to bring closure to the 
reading and the unit. 

• Select one male character and one female character from the 
text or in a different text, examine how each does or does not 
possess the stereotypical gender traits we looked at earlier. 
Does this work reinforce stereotypes or try to change them? 

• Consider the relationships between men and women or boys 
and girls in the texts. 

• How do the relationships between men and women or boys 
and girls today or in your culture compare with those about 
which you have read?  
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What we can do? 

• Reading and discussing literature alone will not 
resolve the social issues that challenge equality 
and human dignity or freedom. 

• Discussions prompted by the gender equity issues 
introduce and sensitize the students to such issues 
and compel them to consider their own and 
society's responses to such situations. 

• Discussions of a compelling social issue like 
gender equity can begin from the curriculum, 
using texts at the teacher's disposal, and 
combining lessons about democracy or equity or 
social justice with lessons about history, culture, 
literature, and life. 

• Yes it is possible to use Gender neutral language. 
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Finally, Equity and Equality 
Must/will Prevail…
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Thank You
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